GMATICK

PERFECTION is our STANDARD

■ MEMBRANE

■ PIN SYSTEM

■ FOIL STORAGE SYSTEMS

■ SILICONE SEAL

■ IONIZATION

■ CLEANING SOLUTION

Product overview for the production range
Of 3D-thermoforming doors
Silicone and natural rubber Membranes
The Gmatick membranes are used now for more than 20 years in all
types of membrane presses worldwide. Our constantly further
developed, high quality membranes are made of silicone or natural
rubber they characterized by your always consistent high quality and
very high cycle times.


Paternoster
The foil storage Paternoster is suitable to use for the storage of all 3Dfilms, it is used as a high storage at the membrane press or as a spacesaving storage solution for the 3D foils.

PIN System
for fast and easy production of 3D furniture doors.
The Gmatick pin replaces the conventional distance plates (JIG),
thereby you save a lot of production time because the manufacturing,
storage and search of templates is completely eliminated.

Gmatick power cleaning- PAD
With the new Gmatick Power PAD you clean the over-spray from your
3D-furniture doors in a simply, fast and easy way, without any chemical
liquids, perfect clean surface is the result. Save time and money 

Silicone round seal
Is the silicone seal at the membrane press broken you can hear it
because the sound is very noisy, the exchange of that silicone seal is
done very easily in a very short time.
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GTS- Gmatick Trimming Station
With a Gmatick trimming unit GTS you cut the 3D-foils directly at the
Press on the needed length. The film is coming from the Paternoster or
foil magazine and you cut it very easy and fast with that unit.

Ionization unit
The removal of electrostatic charges through the ionization rod of the
films and furniture fronts prevents the sticking of any dirt and dust, so
the problem with dirt inclusions has thus been avoided.

TK1 das Schneidemesser für 3D-Möbelfronten
The TK1 is the Special knife that flush cuts the excess foil sections on
edge of the furniture doors to 100%.

Roba Profi Clean
Backside cleaning of thermo foiled doors. Cleaning of laminated
furniture panels. The Roba Profi Clean as through feed solution
guarantees high productivity with best cleaning results.

Turn over device
the turn-over table flips the whole carpet of workpieces by 180º, than it
is fast and easy to trim all doors.
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